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FORMER GOVERNMENT MINISTER RELEASED FROM THE US RETURNS TO BARBADOS 

On 26 March, The Gleaner in Jamaica reported that former Government Minister Donville Inniss, 57, 

convicted of money laundering in the US, returned home after spending 2 years in prison. 

https://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/news/20230326/former-government-minister-released-us-

prison-returns-barbados  

 

$40 MILLION OF GHANA’S GOLD IS WASHED EVERY MONTH THROUGH MONEY LAUNDERING 

On 26 March, Ghana Web carried a report following broadcasting of an Al Jazeera documentary, in 

which one character boasted that he could smuggle $40 million in gold through Ghana each year. 

https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/business/Gold-Mafia-40m-of-Ghana-s-gold-is-

washed-every-month-through-money-laundering-1737938 

 

UK: LORD ADVOCATE'S FRAUD CASE AGAINST EX-RANGERS EXEC WAS MALICIOUS 

On 25 March, the Glasgow herald reported that the wrongful prosecution of former Rangers football 

club finance chief Imran Ahmad in the failed club fraud case was malicious, lawyers acting for the 

Lord Advocate have admitted.  This is revealed in court papers associated with Mr Ahmad's damages 

claim of more than £60 million against the Lord Advocate (the chief law officer in Scotland) over his 

arrest after being linked to club fraud and conspiracy. 

https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/homenews/23412773.lord-advocates-fraud-case-ex-

rangers-exec-malicious/ 

 

UK GOVERNMENT TO IGNORE INDEPENDENT ADVICE AND BAN LAUGHING GAS 

On 26 March, The Observer reported that, ignoring advice from its own advisory group, ACMD, the 

Government is to ban the possession of nitrous oxide.  It is one of the most commonly used drugs 

among 16–24-year-olds in England, the government says.  Heavy regular use can lead to a range of 

side effects which include dizziness, weakness in the legs and impaired memory.  Inhaling the gas 

directly from a large canister can be fatal. 

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2023/mar/26/rishi-sunak-to-ignore-independent-advice-

and-ban-laughing-gas-in-uk 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-64408790 
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THE RUSSO-UKRAINIAN WAR AND THE ILLEGAL ARMS TRADE 

On 22 March, the Global Initiative Against Transnational Organised Crime published this report, 

which says that, sespite some over-heated claims, there is currently no substantial outflow of 

weapons from the Ukrainian conflict zone.  However, every precedent suggests that, especially if the 

threat is not addressed proactively and imaginatively, when the current war ends, Ukraine’s 

battlefields could and will become the new arsenal of anarchy, arming everyone from insurgents in 

Africa to gangsters in the streets of Europe.  The report explores the current situation in Ukraine in 

terms of the spread of weapons into non-state hands and clandestine supply chains.  It considers the 

prospects for more serious levels of proliferation after the end of hostilities, and makes practical 

recommendations for Ukraine and its foreign partners. 

 

https://globalinitiative.net/analysis/russia-ukraine-war-illegal-arms-trade/ 

 

WHAT THE EU’S AML REGULATIONS MEAN FOR CRYPTO 

On 26 March, The Block carried this article which looks at an AML regulation measure being 

considered this week, saying that crypto payments, NFT, DeFi and DAO will be affected   

https://www.theblock.co/post/222858/what-eu-anti-money-laundering-regulations-mean-crypto 

 

EU LOOKS AT INVESTING FROZEN RUSSIAN STATE ASSETS TO RAISE CASH FOR UKRAINE 

On 24 March, Politico claimed an exclusive that the EU has been looking at plans for using Russian 

foreign reserves frozen in the bloc, including investing them to generate returns that could be used 

to help fund Ukraine's reconstruction.  Such an unprecedented attempt raises legal, political and 

economic questions, and EU countries last month set up a working group to look into what can be 

done. 

https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-looks-at-investing-vladimir-putin-russia-state-assets-to-raise-

cash-for-ukraine 
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AUSTRALIA: COMBATTING CORPORATE CRIME BILL LAPSED BUT COMBATTING BRIBERY REMAINS 

IN FOCUS 

On 24 March, an article from Herbert Smith Freehills reported that a recent OECD Report shows the 

Australian Government has not given up on anti-bribery law reform and police and prosecutors are 

actively pursuing foreign bribery matters.  The Crimes Legislation Amendment (Combatting 

Corporate Crime) Bill 2019 has lapsed. 

https://www.herbertsmithfreehills.com/latest-thinking/gone-but-not-forgotten-combatting-

corporate-crime-bill-lapsed-but-combatting-bribery 

 

UK: 2 INDIVIDUALS AND AN ENTITY ADDED TO MYANMAR SANCTIONS LIST 

On 27 March, a Notice from HM Treasury advised that KHIN PHYU WIN, TUN MIN LATT and SHOON 

ENERGY PTE LIMITED to its Consolidated List. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file

/1145956/Notice_Myanmar_270323.pdf 

 

CHINESE AUTHORITIES RAID OFFICE OF US INVESTIGATIONS FIRM MINTZ GROUP 

On 24 March, the Wall Street Journal reported that authorities had raided the Beijing offices of 

Mintz Group, detaining all 5 of the New York-based due diligence firm’s staff members in mainland 

China, the company said — an incident likely to unnerve global businesses in China. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-authorities-raid-office-of-u-s-investigations-firm-mintz-

group-de818140 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/mar/24/authorities-raid-beijing-offices-of-us-mintz-

group-detaining-five-chinese-staff  

 

LOOPHOLE ALLOWS US TECH EXPORTS TO BANNED CHINESE FIRMS 

On 24 March, the Wall Street Journal reported that businesses can still secure those goods through a 

technicality that some former senior officials say is a major loophole in the US export-control 

regime.  It explains that US companies are barred from exporting to companies named on the 

Commerce Department’s so-called Entity List, unless they get approval.  However, listed companies 

can still buy US goods through subsidiaries that aren’t on the Entity List, and industry officials say 

some US companies intend to keep selling high-tech goods to Chinese companies in that manner. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/loophole-allows-u-s-tech-exports-to-banned-chinese-firms-b4800164 
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UN: PRICE TO FISH IN NORTH KOREAN WATERS SOARS NINEFOLD TO $450,000 

On 27 March, NK Pro reported that the price that North Korea is charging to fish in its waters has 

skyrocketed to $450,000, according to information in a forthcoming UN Panel of Experts report, as 

much as nine times higher than previously reported figures.  North Korea has been prohibited from 

exporting seafood products under UN sanctions since September 2017 and has been selling fishing 

rights to get around this ban for years. 

https://www.nknews.org/pro/price-to-fish-in-north-korean-waters-soars-ninefold-to-450k-un-

report-suggests/ 

 

NORTH KOREA ILLEGALLY ADDED 6 CARGO SHIPS TO AGING FLEET LAST YEAR 

On 27 March, NK Pro reported that DPRK appears to be registering vessels under own flag more 

quickly in apparent disregard of sanctions.  North Korea newly acquired 6 cargo ships in violation of 

UN sanctions, while likely bringing 2 other second-hand vessels under its control, and this brings the 

total number of vessels acquired by DPRK between 2020 and 2022 and now sailing under its flag to 

17, a UN report says. 

https://www.nknews.org/pro/north-korea-illegally-added-six-cargo-ships-to-aging-fleet-last-year-

un-report/ 

 

DoJ ANNOUNCES ARREST OF THE FOUNDER OF ONE OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST HACKER FORUMS 

AND DISRUPTION OF FORUM’S OPERATION 

On 26 March, Homeland Security Today reported that Conor Brian Fitzpatrick, 20, founder of 

BreachForums has appeared in court on a criminal charge related to his alleged creation and 

administration of a major hacking forum and marketplace for cybercriminals that claimed to have 

more than 340,000 members.  The FBI and Department of Health and Human Services Office of 

Inspector General (HHS-OIG) have conducted a disruption operation that caused BreachForums to 

go offline. 

https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/cybersecurity/justice-department-announces-arrest-

of-the-founder-of-one-of-the-worlds-largest-hacker-forums-and-disruption-of-forums-operation/ 

 

HOW THE UK DIFFERS FROM INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ON DISCLOSURE 

On 23 March, Bird & Bird published this article which explains how the disclosure of confidential 

information and trade secrets are handled in the UK. 

https://www.twobirds.com/en/patenthub/shared/insights/2023/uk/how-the-uk-differs-from-

international-standards-on-disclosure 
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JOINT HM TREASURY AND FCA STATEMENT ON THE CRIMINAL MARKET ABUSE REGIME 

On 24 March, HM Treasury published a review of the criminal market abuse regime, fulfilling the 

commitment made in the Economic Crime Plan 2019-22.  The criminal market abuse regime sets out 

the UK’s criminal sanctions for insider dealing and market manipulation. It is important in helping 

the FCA fulfil its statutory objectives of protecting consumers, enhancing market integrity, and 

promoting competition. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/joint-hm-treasury-and-fca-statement-on-the-

criminal-market-abuse-regime/joint-hm-treasury-and-fca-statement-on-the-criminal-market-abuse-

regime 

 

US COMMERCE DEPARTMENT ADDS 32 FOREIGN PERSONS TO THE UNVERIFIED LIST 

On 27 March, Sandler Travis Rosenberg reported that those named include 14 in China, 5 in the UAE, 

4 in Turkey, 2 in Germany, and 1 each in Bulgaria, Canada, Indonesia, Israel, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, 

and Singapore. The List contains the names and addresses of foreign persons who are or have been 

parties to a transaction involving the export, reexport, or transfer (in-country) of items subject to the 

EAR whose bona fides (i.e., legitimacy and reliability relating to the end-use and end-user of items 

subject to the EAR) that the Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security has been unable to verify.  

The effect is to suspend the use of license exceptions for exports, reexports, and transfers (in-

country) involving these persons, as well as imposing additional record-keeping requirements. 

https://www.strtrade.com/trade-news-resources/str-trade-report/trade-report/march/exports-

restricted-to-32-entities-added-to-unverified-list  

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2023/03/24/2023-06171/revisions-to-the-unverified-

list 

 

ISRAELI DISINFORMATION EXPERT LINKED TO FAKED BANK ACCOUNTS IN SERBIAN SMEAR 

CAMPAIGN 

On 24 March, a report from OCCRP says that a leaked report sheds light on the source of a 

mysterious media attack on the Serbian president’s political rival - former Belgrade Mayor Dragan 

Đilas. 

https://www.occrp.org/en/storykillers/israeli-disinformation-expert-linked-to-faked-bank-accounts-

in-serbian-smear-campaign 
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CELEBRITIES SETTLE WITH SEC OVER FAILURE TO DISCLOSE CRYPTO PROMOTION PAYMENTS 

On 27 March, OCCRP reported that Lindsay Lohan, Akon, recording artists Ne-Yo, and Lil Yachty, 

boxer and internet personality Jake Paul, and pornstar Kendra Lust, agreed to pay more than 

$400,000 to settle charges that they failed to disclose payments they received from a diplomat for 

promoting cryptocurrencies on social media. 

https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/17459-celebrities-settle-with-sec-over-failure-to-disclose-crypto-

promotion-payments 

 

HOW CRIMINALS CAN ABUSE LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS (LLM) SUCH AS ChatGPT 

On 27 March, Europol issued a news release saying that its Europol Innovation Lab organised a 

number of workshops with subject matter experts from across Europol to explore how criminals can 

abuse large language models (LLM) such as ChatGPT, as well as how it may assist investigators in 

their daily work.  Insights are compiled in Europol’s first Tech Watch Flash report which provides an 

overview on the potential misuse of ChatGPT, and offers an outlook on what may still be to come.  It 

explains that a large language model (LLM) is a type of AI system that can process, manipulate, and 

generate text.  It highlights 3 crime areas as amongst the many areas of concern identified by 

Europol’s experts.   

 

https://www.europol.europa.eu/media-press/newsroom/news/criminal-use-of-chatgpt-cautionary-

tale-about-large-language-models 

https://www.europol.europa.eu/cms/sites/default/files/documents/Tech%20Watch%20Flash%20-

%20The%20Impact%20of%20Large%20Language%20Models%20on%20Law%20Enforcement.pdf 
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HMRC PERMITTED TO DISCLOSE TAXPAYER INFORMATION TO ANOTHER TAXPAYER, COURT FINDS 

On 27 March, an Out-Law article was concerned with a ruling in a VAT fraud case where 2 individuals 

denied their own responsibility for the VAT owed and instead claimed the other was liable.  The 

question before the Court of Appeal arose from an application from HMRC to the First-tier Tax 

Tribunal (FTT) for a direction permitting them to disclose to on eparty information and documents 

which had come to light in an interview with the other party - who strongly objected to the 

disclosure at all stages.  HMRC argued that it did not need the permission of the tribunal to disclose 

the documents because it had statutory power to do so in furtherance of its functions. 

https://www.pinsentmasons.com/out-law/news/hmrc-permitted-disclose-taxpayer-information-

another-taxpayer 

 

CHINA'S GLOBAL SECURITY INITIATIVE - WHEN THE PROCESS MATTERS MORE THAN THE 

CONTENT 

On 22 March, the EU Institute for Security Studies published this Brief following the February 2023 a 

concept paper from China on its ‘Global Security Initiative’.  The EUISS says that, like the Belt and 

Road Initiative (BRI), the GSI was announced well before any flesh was put on the bones of the 

concept, and the concept paper that has just been issued remains vague in many respects and is 

likely to remain so in the coming years.  This is because, more than the content, it is the process that 

matters for the Chinese Government.  The EUISS Brief first outlines the key initiatives presented 

under this label and goes on to consider how the GSI serves China’s broader strategic ambitions. 

https://www.iss.europa.eu/sites/default/files/EUISSFiles/Brief_5_China%27s%20Global%20Security

%20Initiative.pdf 

 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC CORRUPTION INVESTIGATION INCHES TOWARD EX-PRESIDENT 

On 23 March, Insight Crime reported that former high-ranking government officials, including 

several ex-ministers, have been hit with a string of corruption-related charges in the Dominican 

Republic, advancing a broad investigation into the administration of former President Danilo 

Medina.  20 have just been arrested.  Since President Luis Abinader took office in 2020, 

investigations have targeted Medina’s government ministers, security force officials, and close 

family members.  While Medina himself has not been charged, 2 of his siblings and his former 

Attorney General have faced corruption charges. 

https://insightcrime.org/news/dominican-republic-sees-largest-ever-corruption-investigation/ 
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WHY MASS LAYOFFS POSE INSIDER RISKS AND HOW COMPANIES CAN PROTECT THEMSELVES 

On 27 March, an Analysis from Control Risks says that the last year and a half has brought unusual 

mass movements of people leaving and entering the workplace.  It says that companies are 

beginning to come to the realisation that insider threats can frequently cause more damage than 

external cyber threats given employees’ authorised access to critical assets.  According to one 

survey, 87% of employees take data with them when leaving a job.  The Analysis lists some 

indicators and provides some mitigating actions. 

https://www.controlrisks.com/our-thinking/insights/why-mass-layoffs-pose-insider-risks 

 

UN REMOVES 1 NAME FROM IRAQ SANCTIONS LIST 

On 27 March, the UN advised that AMIR HAMUDI HASSAN AL-SA'DI had been removed from UN SCR 

1518 sanctions list on the recommendation of the relevant sanctions committee. 

https://press.un.org/en/2023/sc15244.doc.htm 

 

RUSSIA’S SHADOW FLEET – UNDERSTANDING ITS SIZE, ACTIVITY AND RELATIONSHIPS 

In an article dated 28 March, the Hellenic Shipping News reproduced an article about a recent Paper, 

saying that there are multiple estimates as to how many vessels make up the Russian shadow fleet, 

ranging from 100 to a higher estimate of 6,001.  While an exact number in the shadow fleet would 

be difficult to determine, there are certain vessels with particular characteristics and patterns that 

can be used in an assessment of ships likely to be involved in the transfer or movement of Russian 

oil.  The Paper seeks to identify and analyse the key tactics and methods employed by Russian and 

non-Russian vessels when attempting to evade sanctions on the movement of oil and its refined 

products.  Its analysis finds a total of 443 vessels which are believed to be Russian ghost ships as of 

27 February, and the breakdown by ship type group is 316 crude oil vessels and 127 refined product 

tankers. 

https://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/russias-shadow-fleet-understanding-its-size-activity-and-

relationships/ 

 

INDIA: KINGFISHER BEER AND AIRLINE TYCOON MALLYA TO FACE EXTRA CHARGES OVER UNPAID 

LOANS 

On 27 March, The Drinks Business reported that the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) has lodged 

supplementary charges against Vijay Mallya, the fugitive former head of United Breweries and 

United Spirits who already stands accused of money laundering and fraud. 
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https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2023/03/kingfisher-tycoon-mallya-to-face-extra-charges-over-

unpaid-loans/ 

 

$4 BILLION OF US REMITTANCES TO MEXICO COULD BE LINKED TO CRIME 

On 27 March, BNN Bloomberg reported that nearly 8% of the record $58 billion that Mexicans 

mainly living in the US sent home last year appear to be linked to illegal activities, including money 

laundering, according to a new report by a Mexico-based data think tank.  Remittances to Mexico 

from workers living abroad almost tripled to a record $58.5 billion last year, compared to just above 

$22 billion a decade before. 

https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/four-billion-of-us-remittances-to-mexico-could-be-linked-to-crime-

1.1900993 

 

SINGAPORE: OFFSHORE AND MARINE ENGINEERING GROUP SEMBCORP MARINE FACING 

INVESTIGATION INTO “ALLEGED IRREGULARITIES” RELATED TO ITS OPERATIONS IN BRAZIL 

On 27 March, a post on the FCPA Blog reported that the company had disclosed on 24 March 

preliminary administrative liability proceedings against the Company’s subsidiary, Estaleiro Jurong 

Aracruz Ltda (EJA) for the investigation of alleged irregularities practiced by EJA.  The post notes 

that, in February, Sembcorp completed a $3.3 billion acquisition of Keppel Offshore & Marine, which 

itself was affected by corruption allegations in the US, Brazil, and Singapore, with a $422 million 

settlement in 2017. 

https://fcpablog.com/2023/03/27/after-keppel-offshore-acquisition-singapores-sembcorp-marine-

investigated-for-irregularities/ 

 

VENEZUELA SHUTS DOWN CRYPTO MINING FACILITIES, EXCHANGES AMID CORRUPTION PROBE 

On 25 March, Coin Telegraph reported that Venezuela’s energy supplier has shut down crypto 

mining facilities throughout the country as part of a reorganization of the national crypto 

department and ongoing corruption investigations involving the country’s oil company.  It is unclear 

how many crypto firms were affected, but some crypto exchanges were also ordered to cease 

operations. 

https://cointelegraph.com/news/venezuela-shuts-down-crypto-mining-facilities-exchanges-amid-

corruption-probe 
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TERRA FOUNDER DO KWON PLANS TO APPEAL DETENTION EXTENSION AFTER ARREST IN 

MONTENEGRO 

On 26 March, Bitcoin.com reported that he is appealing the detention extension ordered by a 

Montenegrin court.  He was arrested on 23 March, after being caught at Podgorica Airport in 

Montenegro while traveling with fraudulent identification documents.  Police stated that Kwon’s 

fraudulent documents originated from Costa Rica and Belgium.  Kwon is facing several legal 

challenges abroad, including an investigation in South Korea and multiple lawsuits in the US. 

https://news.bitcoin.com/report-terra-co-founder-do-kwon-plans-to-appeal-detention-extension-

after-arrest-in-montenegro/ 

 

AUSTRALIA: 5 ARRESTED OVER A “BLACK FLIGHT” FROM PAPAUA NEW GUINEA WITH 52 KG OF 

METHAMPHETAMINE ABOARD 

A news release from Australian Federal Police on 23 March advised that a “black flight” is one that 

logs false flight plans (or none at all), turns off monitoring systems and seeks to avoid being noticed, 

such as by flying at low level.  2 men were on the aircraft and 3 were said to supplying ground 

support. 

https://www.afp.gov.au/news-media/media-releases/five-arrested-over-black-flight-loaded-meth 

 

FRAUD AND ESSENTIAL INSIGHTS FOR INTERIOR DESIGNERS, ON THEIR SPECIFIC AML 

OBLIGATIONS AS ART MARKET INTERMEDIARIES 

On 23 March, the PrimeResi website carried an interview with Rena Neville, formerly at Sotheby’s 

and one of the world's leading authorities on fraud and AML in the art market.  She is now with FCS 

Compliance (a LonRes company). 

https://primeresi.com/interview-art-market-expert-rena-neville-on-tackling-fraud-what-interior-

designers-need-to-know-about-aml/ 

 

GOLD MAFIA – THE AL JAZEERA REPORT ON CONTRABAND GOLD IN AFRICA 

On 23 March, Al Jazeera released this multi-faceted report.  Its Investigative Unit obtained 

thousands of documents related to money laundering and gold smuggling from Southern Africa. 

https://www.ajiunit.com/investigation/gold-mafia-smuggle-zimbabwe-rudland-macmillan-pattni/ 

 

https://www.buymeacoffee.com/KoIvM842y 
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